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The biophysical mechanisms by which cellular proteins and lipids coordinate to overcome this barrier continue to be debated (10) . However, studies in diverse systems have established that substantially increasing the spontaneous curvature of the membrane is a key requirement, which in many contexts appears sufficient to drive fission. Spontaneous curvature can be increased by any perturbation that generates a difference in area between membrane leaflets (11) . The earliest observations of the ability of spontaneous curvature to drive fission came from pure lipid systems in the absence of proteins. For example, early studies by Helfrich suggested that lipid flip-flop between leaflets occurred in vesicles undergoing osmotic shrinkage, creating an imbalance in leaflet area that raised membrane spontaneous curvature. This imbalance induced a pearling effect, in which a series of small vesicles were formed, connected by narrow membrane tethers (12) . Recent work confirmed that these osmotically induced membrane tethers undergo fission (11) . Similarly, addition of phospholipids to preformed membrane vesicles induced a mismatch in leaflet area that increased spontaneous curvature until fission occurred (13) , and inclusion of PEG-conjugated lipids, which have high spontaneous curvature, has been shown to promote formation of micellar structures that resemble fission intermediates (14) .
In cells, the changes in membrane spontaneous curvature required to drive fission arise from protein-lipid interactions. Two major mechanisms have been proposed to drive membrane fission: physical scaffolding of the membrane by proteins with curved structures and shallow insertion of amphipathic helices (15) . Proteins that scaffold the membrane include coat proteins such as clathrin (16) and the crescent-shaped Bin/Amphiphysin/ Rvs (BAR) domains, which assemble into cylindrical structures, forcing the membrane into a tubular geometry (17, 18) and promoting fission (19) . In contrast, proteins that insert amphipathic helices into the membrane are thought to expand the area of the membrane leaflet into which they insert (20) . Examples of proteins with such helices include epsin1 of the clathrin pathway (21), Sar1p (22) , and Arf1 (23) of the COP pathway, and the M2 protein of influenza (24, 25) . Additionally, many proteins use both scaffolding and amphipathic helix insertion mechanisms to raise membrane spontaneous curvature, including the GTPase dynamin (26) (27) (28) , the N-BAR domain-containing proteins endophilin (29, 30) and amphiphysin (31) , the ESCRT machinery (32) , and the bacterial division machine FtsZ (33) .
Significance
The division of membrane-bound compartments into smaller, separate volumes is essential to cells. The process of membrane fission is required for the separation of two membrane compartments. The prevailing view has been that to drive fission, proteins must contain specific structural features such as curved scaffolds and wedge-like membrane insertions. In contrast, this work demonstrates a more general mechanism, in which crowding among membrane-bound proteins drives fission. Like a compressed gas, collisions among crowded proteins generate pressure that can stretch, bend, and ultimately disrupt membrane surfaces, leading to fission. The discovery of this mechanism broadens our perspective on membrane fission by demonstrating how any protein, independent of its structure, can assist in this essential cellular process.
Taken together, past work suggests that any mechanism by which proteins or other physical effects increase membrane spontaneous curvature can contribute to membrane fission. Notably, recent work has shown that protein crowding on membrane surfaces provides a potent means of increasing membrane spontaneous curvature. Specifically, lateral collisions among membrane-bound polymers (34) or proteins (35) create steric pressure that forces the membrane to take on a curved shape, unless this pressure is balanced on the other side of the membrane. Protein crowding provides an efficient yet structureindependent mechanism for bending membranes, which is thought to play an important role in vesicle trafficking (36, 37) , in disease-related mutations affecting the membrane binding of curvature-inducing proteins (38) , and in other diverse contexts including budding of viruses (39) and lipid droplets (40) . However, the possible contribution of this mechanism to membrane fission has not been investigated.
To examine this potential contribution, we studied membrane fission by epsin1, an adaptor protein of the clathrin endocytic pathway (41) . Epsin1 binds to the lipid phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate [PtdIns(4,5)P 2 ] and inserts a short amphipathic helix into the membrane, which has been proposed to increase membrane spontaneous curvature, leading to membrane bending (21) and fission (42) . However, previous work from our group showed that at high membrane coverage, epsin1 drives membrane curvature even when the amphipathic helix is replaced by an artificial tag (43) , suggesting that membrane fission by epsin1 may not rely on its amphipathic helix. Moreover, a recent study suggested that epsin may be more important for proper recruitment and assembly of the actin cytoskeleton during endocytosis, rather than driving membrane curvature and fission directly (44) .
Here, we combine multiple, independent assays of membrane vesiculation with quantitative optical measurements of membrane coverage by proteins to examine the relative contributions of amphipathic insertions and protein crowding to membrane fission. Our results confirm previous findings that reducing the hydrophobicity of the amphipathic helix of epsin1 diminishes its ability to drive fission. However, by quantifying the membrane coverage of epsin1 amphipathic helix mutants, we find that reducing the hydrophobicity of amphipathic helices also dramatically reduces membrane binding. As such, when we compare epsin1 mutants at equal membrane coverage, we find they have nearly identical ability to drive fission, suggesting that the hydrophobicity of insertions is not responsible for fission. Further, we show that proteins without an amphipathic helix can drive fission when bound to membranes at high coverage. Consistent with this finding, we show that even green fluorescent protein (GFP) becomes a potent driver of fission when attached to membrane surfaces under crowded conditions. Paradoxically, we also find that large, intrinsically disordered protein (IDP) domains taken from the endocytic adaptors epsin1 and AP180 are highly potent drivers of membrane fission. The ability of these unstructured yet bulky domains to drive fission provides further evidence of the role of protein crowding in membrane fission. Membrane fission by protein crowding offers understanding of the fundamental mechanisms by which proteins overcome the energetic demands of fission, suggesting that the overall size, concentration, and distribution of membrane-bound proteins at the site of fission may strongly influence the process. Further, by suggesting that all membrane-bound proteins can play a role in fission, this mechanism provides a possible explanation for how fission may have been achieved in early cells that lacked specialized fission machinery (45) .
Results

Reducing Helix Hydrophobicity Dramatically Affects the Protein
Concentration Required for Fission. Previous work suggested that the clathrin adaptor epsin1 N-terminal homology (ENTH) domain drives membrane curvature (21) and fission (42) via shallow membrane insertion of a wedge-like N-terminal amphipathic helix, composed of residues 3-15 (21) . In particular, mutation of a leucine residue in the hydrophobic face of the helix to a hydrophilic glutamic acid (L6E ENTH) resulted in dramatically reduced membrane curvature (21) and fission (42) . To investigate the mechanism of fission by ENTH, we first replicated these findings by using a quantitative assay of membrane shedding.
Specifically, we used supported bilayers with extra membrane reservoir (SUPER templates), an experimental tool developed to study membrane fission by dynamin (46) (47) (48) . SUPER templates contain a low-tension reservoir of membrane surrounding a glass bead, and undergo membrane tubulation and fission upon exposure to curvature-and fission-inducing proteins. We made SUPER templates containing 5 mol% PtdIns(4,5)P 2 to facilitate binding of ENTH to the membrane (21) . When exposed to wildtype ENTH (wtENTH) at 1 μM, we observed the appearance of mobile, diffraction-limited tubules extending from SUPER templates (Fig. 1A) . The higher concentration of 10 μM wtENTH led to the appearance of tubule protrusions and released vesicles diffusing rapidly in solution (Movie S1), indicating membrane fission by wtENTH. To quantify membrane fission, we exposed fluorescent SUPER templates to protein and measured the fluorescence of the released membrane (Fig. 1B) . By comparing to a detergent control that released all available membrane, we obtained a measure of membrane release as a percentage of total membrane. We note that the unreleased membrane left on SUPER templates can be collected and summed with the released membrane to confirm that all membrane is recovered after a fission experiment (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A ).
We found that wtENTH in the concentration range of 1-10 μM drove increasing membrane release (Fig. 1C) , in agreement with a recent study (49) . In contrast, L6E ENTH did not drive appreciable membrane release at 10 μM (Fig. 1C) , consistent with a membrane fission defect. However, we suspected that L6E ENTH may be able to drive fission at a higher concentration, because exposure of SUPER templates to 50 μM L6E ENTH led to the formation of mobile tubule protrusions (Fig. 1A) . When we examined membrane release from SUPER templates in the concentration range of 10-250 μM, we found that L6E ENTH drove increasing levels of membrane release with increasing concentration, and that high concentrations of L6E ENTH drove membrane release at comparable levels to lower concentrations of wtENTH (Fig. 1D ). For comparison, 250 μM L6E ENTH resulted in 25 ± 7% SD membrane release, whereas 10 μM wtENTH resulted in 17 ± 6% SD membrane release. Finally, we found that at all concentrations, the more moderately hydrophilic helix mutant L6Q ENTH drove membrane release at intermediate levels ( Fig.  1D) , as expected. We note that we used an incubation time of 30 min for all SUPER template shedding experiments, because longer incubation times showed no further membrane release (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B ). Our results from SUPER template membrane shedding experiments were entirely consistent with previous reports by Ford et al. (21) and Boucrot et al (42) .
The need for high solution concentrations of L6E ENTH to drive fission could be interpreted in two ways. First, the helix of L6E ENTH may be less efficient at driving fission, as predicted by the amphipathic helix insertion model (42) . In contrast, the binding affinity of L6E ENTH may be hindered compared with wtENTH, resulting in a lower coverage of the membrane by L6E ENTH. This second possibility is consistent with a protein crowding model. Specifically, if L6E ENTH is deficient in membrane binding, then its deficiency in fission could be explained by a failure to generate steric pressure at the membrane surface. To distinguish between these two alternative explanations, it is essential to compare membrane fission by wtENTH and L6E ENTH as a function of the coverage of the membrane surface by protein, rather than the solution concentration of protein. If the fission defect of L6E ENTH is due to insufficient hydrophobicity of the insertion, we would expect that higher membrane coverage by L6E ENTH would be required to drive fission comparable to wtENTH. In contrast, if protein crowding is responsible for fission by ENTH, then we would expect wtENTH and L6E ENTH to drive fission at similar levels as a function of membrane coverage.
Lifetime-FRET Measures Membrane Coverage by ENTH. To quantify membrane coverage, we designed an assay based on lifetimefluorescence resonance energy transfer (lifetime-FRET). The FRET donor was a lipid labeled with Oregon Green 488, incorporated into 100-nm extruded vesicles. The FRET acceptor was Atto 594-labeled wtENTH or L6E ENTH. Under conditions of low membrane coverage, the average donor-acceptor distance was high, and the energy transfer efficiency was low ( Fig. 2A) . As more copies of the acceptor-labeled protein bound the membrane, the average donor-acceptor distance decreased, and energy transfer efficiency increased, resulting in shortening of the donor fluorescence lifetime ( Fig. 2A) . We measured the donor fluorescence lifetime as vesicles diffused through a focused laser volume in solution (Fig. 2B ). To estimate membrane coverage, we fit measured lifetime decays to simulated decays corresponding to specified levels of membrane coverage (SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods). Briefly, we simulated random configurations of proteins on the membrane surface over a range of coverage values and calculated the coverage-dependent fluorescence time decay for donor fluorophores in each membrane leaflet. We averaged the fluorescence time decays of donor fluorophores in each leaflet to obtain overall fluorescence decays.
Fitting of measured fluorescence lifetime decays to simulated decays revealed that membrane coverage by wtENTH increased monotonically from 4 ± 2% SD at 1 μM to 50 ± 10% SD at 20 μM (Fig. 2C) . Notably, the highest coverage reached by wtENTH approached the jamming limit for random sequential adsorption of particles in two dimensions (50) , indicating that the membrane reached a state of saturated coverage. Membrane coverage by L6E ENTH increased at a more moderate rate, reaching a coverage of 23 ± 3% SD at 100 μM (Fig. 2C) . Collectively, these results strongly suggest that the membrane binding ability of L6E ENTH is substantially reduced in comparison with wtENTH. This finding is consistent with the view that membrane binding by ENTH is the cumulative effect of interactions with PtdIns(4,5)P 2 and membrane insertion of its amphipathic helix (21, 51) , such that reducing the hydrophobicity of the helix through the L6E mutation likely reduces the strength of binding even though it does not disrupt interactions with PtdIns(4,5)P 2 (21) . Nonetheless, L6E ENTH reached a state of high membrane coverage when supplied in sufficient concentration in solution.
To further confirm that acceptor-labeled protein decreased the fluorescence lifetime of donor-labeled vesicles, we collected fluorescence lifetime images of individual vesicles tethered to a coverslip substrate via a strong biotin-neutravidin interaction (52) (Fig. 2D and SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods). Vesicles showed a clear decrease in fluorescence lifetime with increasing concentration of acceptor-labeled wtENTH ( Fig. 2E and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Importantly, lifetime images showed that vesicles exposed to 50 μM L6E ENTH were similar in fluorescence lifetime to vesicles exposed to 2 μM wtENTH ( Our procedure of fitting lifetime decays with simulated decays provided excellent fits over a range of membrane coverages (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A ). However, the accuracy of fitting began to deteriorate somewhat at higher coverage values (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 B and C), likely owing to effects not captured by our simulation, such as nonrandom protein distribution over the membrane surface at high coverage. Specifically, ENTH may cluster PtdIns(4,5)P 2 , as suggested in a report (53) , which may inhibit ENTH's ability to distribute randomly over the membrane surface when protein coverage is high. As discussed in the SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods, the qualitative conclusion of the lifetime-FRET experiment is apparent from the raw lifetime data, and does not depend on our simulation (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 D and E) . Nonetheless, to further confirm our conclusions about membrane coverage, we performed a second, brightness-based measurement of saturated membrane coverage that served to calibrate our estimates of coverage from the lifetime-FRET based assay.
Specifically, we performed calibrated brightness measurements on substrate-tethered vesicles exposed to fluorescently labeled protein, as described (52) . Here, vesicles were labeled with Oregon Green 488 to quantify vesicle size, and protein was labeled with Atto 594 to quantify the number of bound proteins. Notably, the ratio of lipid to protein dyes was increased 50-fold in comparison with lifetime-FRET studies (SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods) such that the brightness of Oregon Green 488 in vesicles was not significantly quenched by FRET. To quantify the brightness of lipid and protein, we used particle detection software, made publically available by Aguet and coworkers (54), which fit 2D Gaussian profiles to diffractionlimited puncta on the substrate surface. We then used these brightness values to estimate membrane surface area and the number of proteins bound per vesicle (52) . These estimates were calibrated by the measured brightness of individual fluorescently labeled proteins and vesicles of known average diameter (SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods). After ∼60 min, the average membrane coverage reached 49% (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ), in good agreement with the finding of saturated coverage in lifetime-FRET experiments. We used this saturated membrane coverage value to calibrate the lifetime-FRET data acquired at equivalent solution concentration of wtENTH, as shown in Fig. 2C (SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods).
Fission Efficiency Correlates with Membrane Coverage by Protein and
Not with Helix Hydrophobicity. Membrane coverage measurements revealed that different solution concentrations of wtENTH and L6E ENTH were required to reach similar coverage on the membrane surface. Specifically, fitting an equilibrium binding model to these data revealed effective dissociation constants of 6 μM and 162 μM for wtENTH and L6E ENTH, respectively, for protein binding to the membrane under crowded conditions (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). These dissociation constants are 10-to 100-fold greater than previous measurements under dilute conditions (55) (56) (57) , as expected owing to the negative effect of protein crowding on membrane binding (58) . However, the 20-to 30-fold increase in dissociation constant associated with the L6E mutation is in agreement with previous reports of a 10-fold increase associated with the more moderate L6Q mutation (57) .
By quantifying membrane fission (Fig. 3A) and membrane coverage (Fig. 2C) over the same range of protein concentrations in solution, it is possible to examine the relationship between membrane fission and coverage by membrane-bound protein (Fig. 3B) . This relationship is a more direct measure of fission efficiency, because it decouples the processes of membrane binding and fission, effectively isolating a protein's contribution to the fission process. As shown in Fig. 3B , wtENTH and L6E Fig. 3 . Fission efficiency is determined by membrane coverage by protein, regardless of helix hydrophobicity. SUPER template composition: 79 mol% DOPC, 15 mol% DOPS, 5 mol% PtdIns(4,5)P 2 , 1 mol% Texas Red-DHPE. (A) Membrane release from SUPER templates measured at the same wtENTH and L6E ENTH concentrations used for measuring membrane coverage in Fig. 2C . Proteins at the indicated concentrations were incubated with SUPER templates for 30 min, and background-subtracted vesicle release was measured. Markers represent average ± first SD, n = 3. (B) Membrane release data in A plotted as a function of membrane coverage by protein (data from Fig. 2C ). Membrane release by wtENTH and L6E ENTH fall along a similar trend when compared as a function of membrane coverage, indicating that membrane coverage is the primary determinant of fission efficiency, regardless of helix hydrophobicity. (C) Schematic of membrane fission by wtENTH and L6E ENTH. The strong membrane binding of wtENTH facilitates high membrane coverage by protein, promoting membrane fission via a protein crowding mechanism. The hydrophilic helix mutation of L6E ENTH reduces membrane binding, such that a higher concentration of L6E ENTH is required to reach the same membrane coverage and fission efficiency as wtENTH.
ENTH have similar fission efficiencies. This result suggests that the apparent difference in fission ability between wtENTH and L6E ENTH is simply due to differences in membrane binding. When provided at sufficient concentration to overcome this binding deficiency and reach a crowded membrane coverage, the fission efficiency of L6E ENTH matches that of wtENTH (Fig. 3C) .
Although the SUPER template membrane shedding assay quantifies relative fission efficiency, it does not provide information about the curvatures and morphologies of the fission products or the number of fission events, which are key metrics for assessing the equivalency of fission events driven by wtENTH and L6E ENTH. Our next experiments were therefore aimed at quantifying these key metrics.
Highly Curved Fission Products Are Formed Regardless of Helix Hydrophobicity. To examine the curvature of the fission products generated by wtENTH and L6E ENTH, we performed negative stain electron microscopy of vesicles before and after exposure to protein. Vesicles had an initial diameter of 200 nm (Fig. 4 A and D) . We found that exposure to 18 μM wtENTH led to the formation of visible membrane tubules, many of which displayed a pearled morphology suggestive of high spontaneous curvature ( Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Fig. S6A ). Small vesicles that were completely separated from the source vesicles were also visible, with average diameter 23 ± 15 nm SD (Fig. 4 B and E and SI Appendix, Fig. S6A ) Fig. S6B ) suggested that this concentration of L6E ENTH might be able to drive membrane budding, an initial step before membrane tubulation and vesiculation. Exposure of vesicles to 60 μM L6E ENTH led to the formation of membrane tubes with a pearled morphology, and small vesicles with average diameter 30 ± 22 nm SD (Fig. 4 C and F and SI Appendix,  Fig. S6C ).
To confirm our results from electron microscopy, we used an independent, fluorescence brightness-based approach to measure the distribution of vesicle diameters before and after exposure of vesicles to unlabeled proteins. Specifically, we collected images of fluorescently labeled vesicles tethered to a coverslip and estimated vesicle brightness by fitting diffractionlimited puncta with 2D Gaussian profiles using particle detection software (54) . Notably, vesicles were mixed with protein in solution and tethered to the substrate only after the fission process was complete. We converted vesicle brightness distributions to diameter distributions by using a scaling factor, computed by centering the brightness distribution of the extruded vesicles to the average diameter measured from dynamic light scattering (52) . This fluorescence brightness-based method for measuring the distributions of vesicle diameter provided greater statistical confidence than electron microscopy, because it allowed for the detection of thousands of vesicles over dozens of fields of view in an automated fashion. In agreement with results from electron microscopy, exposure of vesicles with an average initial diameter of 200 nm (Fig. 4 G and J) to 20 μM wtENTH resulted in a dramatic reduction in vesicle diameter to ∼21 nm (distribution mode, Fig. 4 H and K) . Of note, this small average vesicle diameter, similar to results reported by Boucrot et al. (42) , could suggest the presence of both vesicular and micellar fission products, reminiscent of hemifusion intermediates in the fission process (59) . We found that the diameters of fission products depended on the solution concentration of wtENTH, because lower concentrations of wtENTH resulted in larger vesicle diameters (Fig. 4M and SI Appendix, Fig. S7 A and B) . This result is consistent with previous reports of membrane remodeling by protein, which showed that the extent of vesiculation depends on protein concentration (60) . L6E ENTH at 50 μM induced a moderate decrease in vesicle diameter ( Fig. 4M and SI Appendix, Fig. S7 A and C) , but increasing the concentration of L6E ENTH to 100 μM resulted in highly curved fission vesicles of ∼22 nm diameter (distribution mode, Fig. 4 I and L) . We note that some residual, larger diameter vesicles remained after exposure to 100 μM L6E ENTH (Fig. 4L ), which were mostly absent after exposure to 20 μM wtENTH. This finding is in agreement with our earlier results that 100 μM L6E ENTH reached a lower membrane coverage (Fig. 2C ) and drove membrane shedding less efficiently (Fig. 3A) than 20 μM wtENTH. The diameter distributions for all tested concentrations of wtENTH and L6E ENTH can be seen in SI Appendix, Fig. S7 A-C.
Further, consistent with the division of large starting vesicles into many small fission products, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) revealed a pronounced increase in the number of vesicles diffusing in solution following protein addition (Fig. 4O) . Specifically, we observed a marked decline in the correlation amplitudes of FCS traces after the addition of protein, as shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S8 A and B and described in SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods. The increase in vesicle number, ∼40-fold, was consistent with a decrease in surface area per fission product, also 40-fold, under the assumption that total membrane surface area is conserved in the fission process ( Fig. 4O and SI Appendix, Fig. S8D ). Interestingly, these FCS data revealed that although both wtENTH and L6E ENTH ultimately yielded a similar number of fission products, the process of fission took longer for L6E ENTH ( Fig. 4O ; 36 min for L6E ENTH compared with 22 min for wtENTH from sigmoid fitting), likely a consequence of the reduced membrane binding ability of L6E ENTH. These data are discussed in greater detail in SI Appendix, Fig. S8 . We conclude from the agreement between electron microscopy, fluorescence vesicle brightness studies, and vesicle FCS that both wtENTH and L6E ENTH are equally capable of driving the conversion of vesicles into highly curved fission products.
Curvature of Fission Vesicles Correlates with Membrane Coverage by
Protein and Not with Helix Hydrophobicity. Despite the different solution concentrations of wtENTH and L6E ENTH required to create fission products of similar diameter, the diameters of fission products measured from tethered vesicle brightness studies fell along a similar trend when plotted as a function of membrane coverage by protein (Fig. 4N) . This result corroborates our finding in Fig. 3B that SUPER template membrane shedding is equivalent between wtENTH and L6E ENTH when compared as a function of membrane coverage.
Although our experiments do not fully resolve the events leading up to fission, we envision the following sequence of steps based on physical reasoning and literature reports. First, as described in our previous work (43, 61) and by others (62) , crowded membrane-bound proteins generate substantial pressure at membrane surfaces. This expansive pressure bends the membrane and also stretches it, increasing membrane tension locally (63) . The combination of high membrane curvature and tension likely meet the criteria for a pearling instability (64) , such that lipid tubules exist as a series of rounded pearls connected by more constricted necks. As membrane coverage by protein increases, membrane curvature will increase, leading to progressive narrowing of lipid tubules and necks (65) . Indeed, our electron micrographs show that lipid tubules often adopt a pearled morphology, where small spherical structures are connected by neck regions of even smaller diameter (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 A and C) . Similar pearled structures have also been observed when proteins (66) and polymers (67) crowd membrane surfaces. As membrane curvature continues to increase, the neck regions between pearls will eventually reach diameters on the order of 10 nm or below. At this high curvature, membrane packing defects become substantial (9, 68) , such that thermal fluctuations are sufficient to drive fusion of the inner membrane leaflet to form a hemifusion intermediate (9, 69) . Once the hemifusion intermediate forms, full membrane fission proceeds spontaneously (69) . Notably, the capacity of protein crowding to alter membrane tension (63, 70) likely lowers the energetic barrier to membrane fission (71) and increases membrane permeability to water (11) , helping to reduce the encapsulated volume during the fission process. With the aid of our experimental data, detailed theoretical models can be developed to better understand how protein crowding helps drive the complex membrane shape changes that take place during the fission process (59) .
The proposed protein crowding mechanism for membrane fission makes at least two important predictions. First, proteins of larger physical size, which can reach a state of crowded coverage with fewer bound proteins compared with smaller proteins, should drive fission more efficiently. Second, membrane-bound proteins should drive membrane fission in the complete absence of helix insertions. We next tested these predictions.
Large Proteins Drive Fission More Efficiently Than Smaller Proteins.
We began by testing the prediction that larger proteins should drive fission more efficiently. Interestingly, many endocytic proteins have bulky IDP domains with large hydrodynamic radii (72, 73) . Specifically, the intrinsically disordered C-terminal domain of epsin1 consists of 432 amino acids and has a projected area on the membrane surface of ∼70 nm 2 (37), approximately five times larger than the membrane footprint of the ENTH domain alone (42) (Fig. 5A) . The steric bulk of fulllength epsin1 therefore effectively limits membrane coverage of amphipathic helix insertions to less than 1% of the membrane surface (Fig. 5A) . However, we (37) and others (74) have recently reported that steric pressure among IDPs can promote membrane curvature. We therefore sought to explore the role of IDPs in driving membrane fission by comparing membrane release from SUPER templates by wtENTH and full-length epsin1 (epsin1 FL).
Over the concentration range of 1-10 μM, epsin1 FL drove membrane release with greater efficiency than wtENTH at all concentrations (Fig. 5B) . For comparison, we observed that whereas 10 μM wtENTH drove 13 ± 2% SD membrane release, only 1 μM epsin1 FL was required to drive a similar level of membrane release, 14 ± 1% SD (Fig. 5B) . Further, we quantified the diameters of the fission products generated by epsin1 FL by using the tethered vesicle brightness assay. When we mixed 200-nm diameter vesicles containing 5 mol% PtdIns(4,5)P 2 with 10 μM epsin1 FL, we found that the bulkier epsin1 FL generated a population of vesicles of small diameter centered near 20 nm, which was not present in the wtENTH distribution (Fig. 5C ). These data indicate that, at equal protein concentration, epsin1 FL is capable of generating fission products of greater curvature than those generated by wtENTH. We further confirmed that epsin1 FL generated highly curved fission products by using negative stain electron microscopy (Fig. 5D) . In these experiments, epsin1 FL bound to membranes containing 20 mol% 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[(N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl)iminodiacetic acid)succinyl], nickel salt (DOGS-NTA-Ni) lipid by a histidine-NTA interaction. We found that epsin1 FL (denoted his-epsin1 FL in Fig. 5 D and E) generated highly curved fission products (Fig. 5D ) with an average diameter of 31 ± 19 nm SD. Collectively, these experiments demonstrate that increasing the steric bulk of the ENTH domain by including the intrinsically disordered C-terminal domain substantially increases the efficiency of membrane fission.
Protein Crowding Drives Fission in the Absence of Amphipathic Helix
Insertions. We next tested the prediction that protein crowding can drive membrane fission in the absence of amphipathic helix insertions. In these experiments, we used an ENTH domain with an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag (hisENTH) and lacking the N-terminal 15 amino acids comprising the amphipathic helix. When we exposed 200-nm vesicles containing 20 mol% DOGS-NTA-Ni to 5 μM hisENTH, we observed a clear reduction in vesicle diameter to 91 ± 31 nm SD, measured by the tethered vesicle brightness assay (Fig. 5E ). Exposure to the higher concentration of 20 μM hisENTH led to the appearance of two vesicle populations of distinct diameter. The small diameter peak was centered near 20 nm, whereas the second peak was composed of larger vesicles near the diameter generated by 5 μM hisENTH (Fig. 5E) . We also found that his-epsin1 FL formed fission vesicles of greater curvature than hisENTH at both 5 μM and 20 μM (36 ± 1 nm SD and 18 ± 2 nm SD, respectively; Fig. 5E ), in agreement with findings in Fig. 5C that epsin1 FL generated vesicles of greater curvature than wtENTH when binding to PtdIns(4,5)P 2 -containing vesicles. Interestingly, exposing vesicles to 20 μM his-epsin1 FL resulted in a single population of fission products of high curvature, suggesting that the bulkier his-epsin1 FL was able to transform vesicles into the most highly curved state more efficiently than hisENTH (Fig.  5E) . Finally, the FCS-based assay of fission showed that upon addition of 10 μM hisENTH, ∼100 small fission products were produced from each 100-nm starting vesicle (Fig. 5F and SI Appendix, Fig. S8 C and D) . We conclude from these collective studies that membrane-bound ENTH does not require insertion of an amphipathic helix to drive membrane fission.
Protein Crowding Provides a General Mechanism of Membrane Fission.
We next probed the generality of protein crowding as a mechanism of membrane fission by investigating the extent to which Fig. 5 . Proteins of large steric bulk drive fission more efficiently than smaller proteins, even in the absence of amphipathic helix insertions. (A) Epsin1 FL occupies a greater membrane footprint than the ENTH domain, owing to its bulky C-terminal IDP domain, which effectively limits the membrane coverage of helix insertions to less than 1%. Ribbon diagram is epsin1 ENTH (PDB ID code 1H0A) with amphipathic helix colored magenta. In the lattice diagram, epsin1 FL occupies 50% of lattice sites. Magenta rectangles indicate the projected footprint of amphipathic helices relative to the footprint of epsin1 FL, covering less than 1% of the surface. SUPER template composition: 79 mol% DOPC, 15 mol% DOPS, 5 mol% PtdIns(4,5)P 2 , 1 mol% Texas Red-DHPE. (B) wtENTH and epsin1 FL at the indicated concentrations were incubated with SUPER templates for 30 min, and background-subtracted vesicle release was measured. Markers represent average ± first SD, n = 3. Composition of vesicles for tethered brightness assay with wtENTH and epsin1 FL: 77.5 mol% DOPC, 15 mol% DOPS, 5 mol% PtdIns(4,5)P 2 , 2 mol% DP-EG10-biotin, and 0.5 mol% Oregon Green 488-DHPE, extruded to 200 nm. (C) Histograms of vesicle diameters measured with tethered brightness assay, normalized to their respective maxima. Black: vesicles before protein exposure, 18,459 vesicles from 91 fields of view, n = 9. Red: after exposure to 10 μM wtENTH, 3,880 vesicles from 45 fields of view, n = 3. Purple: after exposure to 10 μM epsin1 FL, 2,591 vesicles from 74 fields of view, n = 3. Average diameters after exposure to 10 μM wtENTH and 10 μM epsin1 FL are 49 ± 16 nm SD and 38 ± 30 nm SD, respectively. One trial is one instance of diluting vesicles, incubating with protein (if applicable), tethering to the substrate, and imaging. proteins other than epsin1 are capable of driving fission by using a crowding mechanism. We used the small GTPase Sar1p, a coat component of the COPII pathway with similar molecular weight and membrane footprint to the ENTH domain (Fig. 6A) . Sar1p was suggested to drive membrane fission via insertion of an N-terminal amphipathic helix, which is exposed upon binding to GTP (22) . After exposure of initially 200-nm extruded vesicles to 10 μM Sar1p, vesicle diameter was reduced to 61 ± 11 nm SD (Fig. 6 D  and G) , quantified by using the tethered vesicle brightness approach. Fluorescence brightness-based measurements of membrane coverage by protein revealed that at 10 μM, Sar1p reached a coverage of ∼10 ± 2% SEM (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). These levels of membrane coverage and fission by Sar1p are in agreement with our measurements of ENTH (Fig. 4N) , suggesting that for proteins of similar size compared at equivalent membrane coverage, the extent of membrane fission is comparable.
We next asked whether membrane fission by Sar1p could be amplified by an increase in protein size, as we observed when the size of ENTH was increased through the addition of epsin1's bulky, C-terminal domain. To address this question, we created a chimera in which the C-terminal domain of AP180 (AP180 CTD, residues 328-896 of AP180) was fused to the C terminus of Sar1p (Sar1p-AP180 CTD) (Fig. 6B) . We expected this chimera to occupy a membrane footprint of ∼90 nm 2 on the membrane surface, based on previous measurements of the membrane footprint of AP180 CTD (37) . When vesicles were exposed to either Sar1p-AP180 CTD or Sar1p at a solution concentration of 10 μM, we found that both proteins reached a similar number of bound proteins per membrane area, indicating that the proteins had similar affinity for the membrane (SI Appendix, Fig. S9A ). However, exposure of 200-nm extruded vesicles to 5 μM Sar1p-AP180 CTD led to a more dramatic reduction in vesicle diameter than was seen with Sar1p at the higher concentration of 10 μM (Fig. 6 E and G) . This enhanced fission ability of Sar1p-AP180 CTD in comparison with Sar1p can likely be attributed to the improved ability of the chimera to crowd the membrane surface, owing to its large size (SI Appendix, Fig. S9B ). Similarly, we also found that when vesicles were exposed to a mixture of 5 μM each of Sar1p and hexa-histidine-tagged AP180 CTD (Fig. 6C) , the extent of membrane fission was significantly greater than it was for vesicles exposed to 10 μM of Sar1p alone (Fig. 6 F and G) , despite the equivalent total molar concentration of protein in the two experiments.
As a final demonstration of the general capacity of protein crowding to drive membrane fission, we performed experiments using hexa-histidine-tagged green fluorescent protein (his-GFP) (Fig. 6H) . When vesicles containing DOGS-NTA-Ni were exposed to his-GFP at concentrations well above the dissociation constant of the histidine-NTA interaction (75), 5 and 20 μM, we observed a progressive reduction in vesicle diameter to 100 ± 41 nm and 22 ± 5 nm SD, respectively (Fig. 6 I and J) . These results demonstrate that even proteins with no physiological role in fission are capable of driving the process when concentrated at the membrane surface.
Discussion
Here, we report the discovery of a previously unknown mechanism of membrane fission, in which steric pressure among membrane-bound proteins raises membrane spontaneous curvature above the threshold for fission. In support of this mechanism, we found that reducing the hydrophobicity of ENTH's amphipathic helix did not impact the efficiency of membrane vesiculation or the curvature of fission products when membrane coverage by bound proteins was held constant. Specifically, reducing the hydrophobicity of ENTH's helix hindered membrane binding, but did not reduce its ability to drive fission once membrane-bound. This result contrasts with the hypothesis that amphipathic helix insertions drive membrane curvature and fission directly by acting as "wedges" that preferentially expand the area of the membrane leaflet to which they bind (21, 42) . In contrast, our results suggest that amphipathic insertions are more important for anchoring proteins strongly to the membrane surface and, thereby, increasing steric pressure via protein crowding.
The crowding mechanism is further supported by our finding that epsin1 FL, with its bulky IDP domain, was more efficient at driving membrane vesiculation and created smaller fission products in comparison with the small globular ENTH domain. Notably, the large membrane footprint of epsin1 FL (37) limited the density of amphipathic helix insertions to less than 1% of the membrane surface, far below the densities that the wedge insertion theory has predicted to be necessary for driving membrane curvature and fission (20) . Our data highlight the potential of bulky, IDP-containing proteins to generate an imbalance of steric pressure that can contribute strongly to membrane fission.
Importantly, many proteins involved in membrane traffic contain large IDP domains (73) , including auxilin (76), intersectin (72) , and amphiphysin (77) . Several of these proteins assemble with dynamin at the necks of late-stage endocytic buds. The physical bulk of these IDPs may increase steric pressure and spontaneous curvature locally at the membrane neck. An important role of dynamin may therefore be to mark the potential site of fission, and to recruit a bulky collar of IDP-containing proteins to create an unstable pressure imbalance. Our results suggest that steric pressure at the site of fission should be considered when examining the diverse energetic contributions that drive fission in the cell.
More generally, a fundamental requirement of the protein crowding mechanism is that proteins must be locally confined on the membrane surface, presumably by a cellular structure such as a protein coat, scaffold, a region of membrane phase separation, or a cytoskeletal assembly. This confinement is necessary to locally amplify steric pressure and prevent its dissipation through the diffusion of crowded proteins away from the presumptive location of fission. Therefore, an important goal for future work is to better understand how cellular structures locally concentrate proteins at sites of membrane fission. Notably, we expect a tradeoff to exist between the ability of cellular structures to concentrate proteins, amplifying steric pressure, and the potential of these structures to limit protein mobility, decreasing steric pressure.
A shared feature of proteins implicated in membrane fission to date has been their dependence on highly specialized architectures and assemblies that shape membranes. Our results contrast with this paradigm, because they demonstrate that fission can be driven efficiently by nonspecific protein collisions. As such, any membrane protein, regardless of its structure or assembly properties, can in principle drive fission. This finding suggests that the energetic cost of membrane fission may be met by a much greater variety of proteins than previously believed, including resident membrane proteins such as receptors, signaling proteins, and other vesicular cargo proteins. Finally, our results provide a potential explanation for how early cells, with limited protein complexity, could have achieved membrane fission before the evolution of dedicated fission machines.
Materials and Methods
Materials. NaCl, 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulphonic acid (MOPS), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulphonic acid (Hepes), dithiothreitol (DTT), isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), β-mercaptoethanol, and Triton X-100 were purchased from Fisher Scientific; ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA), Tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), Tween 20, phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), DNase I from bovine pancreas, EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablets, imidazole, poly-L-lysine, Atto 488 NHS-ester, and Atto 594 NHS-ester were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. BSA ampules (2 mg·mL −1 ), neutravidin, Oregon Green 488-DHPE (Oregon Green 488 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine), and Texas Red-DHPE were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. GTP solution (100 mM) was purchased from Axxora. Aminereactive mPEG-SVA (mPEG-succinimidyl valerate) and biotin-PEG-SVA (both molecular mass 5,000 Da) were purchased from Laysan Bio. DP-EG10-biotin (dipalmitoyl-decaethylene glycol-biotin) was generously provided by Darryl Sasaki of Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA (78) . All other lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, including: PtdIns(4,5)P 2 , DOGS-NTANi, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine, sodium salt (DOPS). The lipid compositions for all experiments are listed in the figure captions.
Plasmid Constructs. The pGex4T2 plasmids containing the rat wtENTH (residues 1-164), L6Q ENTH helix0 mutant, and rat epsin1 FL were gifts from H. McMahon, MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Cambridge, UK (21) . L6E ENTH helix0 mutant was cloned by using site-directed mutagenesis of the wtENTH pGex4T2 plasmid. Following transformation of the DpnI-digested reaction, positive clones of L6E ENTH were selected. hisENTH was generated by our laboratory (43) . The coding sequence for residues 16-164 of ENTH (lacking helix 0) was cloned into the pRSET plasmid, resulting in an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag, followed by a 21-amino acid linker (5′-SMYGGQQMGRDLYDDDDKDRW-3′) and residues 16-164 of ENTH. The pGex2T plasmid containing yeast full-length, wild-type Sar1p was a gift from R. Schekman, University of California, Berkeley, CA (22) . The pGex4T2 plasmid containing the rat AP180 C-terminal domain IDP (GST-6his-AP180 CTD; residues 328-896 of AP180) was generated by our laboratory (37) . The GST6his-Sar1p-AP180 CTD chimera was cloned by PCR amplifying full-length, wild-type Sar1p using primers containing SalI restriction sites. The PCRamplified Sar1p product was then cloned into a SalI site between 6his and AP180 CTD on the GST-6his-AP180 CTD pGex4T2 plasmid. The resulting chimera contained a three-glycine linker between Sar1p and AP180 CTD. The pRSET plasmid containing hexa-histidine-tagged green fluorescent protein (his-GFP) with the A206K mutation (dimerization deficient) was further modified with the T65K mutation to prevent formation of the chromophore and inhibit GFP fluorescence (79) , which would have interfered with measurements of membrane fluorescence. The T65K mutation was introduced by using site-directed mutagenesis to create the plasmid his-GFP T65K/ A206K. All plasmid constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Online Supporting Materials and Methods. SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods includes protein purification, protein labeling, fluorescence microscopy, SUPER template preparation, measurement of SUPER template membrane release, measurement of fluorescence lifetime, determination of membrane coverage by protein from fluorescence lifetime decays, determination of membrane coverage from vesicle and protein brightness measurements, electron microscopy, determination of vesicle diameter from measurements of tethered vesicle brightness, and measuring fission with fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.
